INTRODUCTION
• In 1996, GRI began investigating potential for natural gas production enhancement via restimulation. Initial findings were: -Industry's (understandable) reluctance to restimulate "good" wells, which frequently are the best candidates. -Lack of "tools" or methods to cost-efficiently identify candidates and diagnose well performance problems. • This method had been applied to restimulation candidate selection in a gas storage field in the past and had shown promise.
• Using a hybrid approach 
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• The metaphor underlying evolutionary optimization is that of natural evolution. In evolution the problem each species face is one of searching for beneficial adaptations to a complicated and changing environment. The "knowledge" that each species has gained is embodied in the makeup of the chromosomes of its member. Step 1.
• Develop a reliable data set using well files and production data.
• Identify the production indicator (5 yr. cum. or Best 12 months production) to be used as model output.
• Build a representative neural model of the stimulation process in the formation.
• Test the neural model for accuracy.
METHODOLOGY
• A three step process:
Step 2.
• Identify the controllable (fluid type, sand concentration, …) and uncontrollable (pay thickness, porosity) parameters in the neural model. • Develop a multi-dimensional, evolutionary optimization process to find the best combination of controllable parameters that results in maximum output (5 yr. cum. …)
Step 3.
• Using general engineering expertise and field engineers input to identify parameters that would have an impact on the decision making process. These parameters do not have to be precise in value.
• Build a fuzzy decision support system that incorporates the results from steps 1 and 2, and combine them with engineering expertise for final candidate selection. 
